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Scientists have calculated that the chance of anything so patently absurd as actually existing
are millions to one. But magicians have calculated that million-to-one chances crop up nine
times out of ten.
Terry Pratchett, Mort

n November 2014, the
multiple manslaughter
convictions of the six
scientists of the Italian
National Commission for the Forecast
and Prevention of Major Risks was
overturned. These scientists and one
ex-government official had been
handed six-year sentences for the
deaths of 309 people in the L’Aquila
earthquake of 2009, the deadliest
quake in Italy since 1980.
The conviction itself had left
scientists around the world both
horrified and alarmed. From one point
of view, it represented a significant
escalation in a perceived war on
science and reason that has been
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The L’Aquila
earthquake
convictions are a
reminder that
communicating risk
is a risk in itself.
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simmering for the last 400 years. It
joined a chorus of anti-intellectualism,
which, like some noxious miasma,
pervades societies around the globe
in forms both overt and perfidious:
climate change denial; opposition to
vaccination; anti-fluoridation of
municipal water supplies; AIDS denial;
opposition to the scientific testing of
genetically modified organisms; and,
arguably the grossest modern
debasement of science, ‘intelligent
design’.
Now, I am not nearly so alarmist.
Delving into the L’Aquila case, I found
that the legal arguments centred not
on the fact that the scientists were
incorrect in their predictions, but on
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‘Snowmageddon’ was renamed … to
be followed by widespread public
derision and grovelling apologies from
the scientists involved.
Both cases come down to the same
two fundamental principles:
uncertainty and risk. Of these,
uncertainty lies at the very core of
science. It is accepted that true
science is measurable, testable and
repeatable. It is honed by detailed
scrutiny and repeated challenge, and
yet even so it remains open to change.
Even concepts as rigorously tested
and thoroughly demonstrable as
evolution are only raised to the level of
‘theory’ (a term that is widely
misunderstood by non-scientists).
Almost no theory ever reaches the
lofty peak of becoming a ‘law’, and
even then it is not unassailable.
Newton’s laws of motion may form the
basis for a large chunk of modern
science, yet accommodation is still
made for the contradictory outcomes
of quantum theory.
So, uncertainty is critical to the
practice of science. Yet it sits
uncomfortably with the principle of

risk, and this is ultimately what lies at
the centre of many of the ‘debates’
listed earlier (except for AIDS denial,
which is stupid and reported as such;
and intelligent design, where scientific
terminology is used without scientific
process to disguise religious
ideology).
Risk is complex. More than just an
issue of perception, it embodies both
the chance of an occurrence (positive
or negative) and the effects of that
event. Acceptable risk varies
according to the group affected. The
acceptable risk of chemical exposure
to a factory worker is different from the
acceptable risk for a nearby
kindergarten.
Even the language of risk is a
problem. How many of us truly
understand what a ‘one in 100 year’
flood event risk actually means? As the
Bureau of Meteorology explains, ‘It is
important to note that an ARI [average
recurrence interval] of, say, 100 years
does not mean that the event will only
occur once every 100 years. In fact, for
each and every year, there is a 1%
chance (a 1 in 100 chance) that the

A government office damaged by the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake.
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the manner in which their predictions
were communicated. Ultimately, the
convictions were based on the
accused giving ‘inexact, incomplete
and contradictory information’ about
the dangers of the tremors prior to the
quake.
In simple terms, on 5 April 2009 the
six scientists met with a government
official and two local representatives to
discuss a recent series of small
tremors and the alarms raised by a
local lab technician who, reportedly on
the basis of radon levels, predicted an
imminent quake. They concluded that
the risk of an earthquake within the
next three days had risen from 1 in
200 000 to 1 in 1000 – in other words,
unlikely but also significantly
increased from ‘usual’. The scientists
left it to the local civil defence official
to speak to a reporter, who
inaccurately reported their findings as
‘The scientific community tells us there
is no danger, because there is an
ongoing discharge of energy. The
situation looks favourable.’
None of the scientists spoke up to
correct this statement. In fact,
Dr Bernado De Bernadinis,
deputy chief of Italy’s Civil
Protection Department,
added that local citizens
should go and have a glass
of wine. The next night, a
big quake hit. And this is
what the trial was about.
Contrast this case to a
more recent, and
fortunately non-lethal,
example – New York’s
February 2015
‘Nomageddon’. In this
case, meteorological
authorities issued a
warning of a major snowfall
that caused the closure of
airports, rail lines and a
range of other civic
infrastructure, bringing the
city to a standstill. Yet the
threatened snow fell out to
sea, and what had been
initially forecast as

Between the ‘scientific community’ and ‘the
general public’ ... lies a range of complicating
stakeholders – media, governments and special
interest groups. Collectively, these complicate
the challenge of communicating science
effectively to a nearly insurmountable extreme.
event … will be equalled or exceeded
(once or more than once).’
(bit.ly/1DOvji7)
The L’Aquila case ultimately came
down to the perceptions of risk. Look
at the inherent contradiction in the
statement made before the trial by Dr
Vincenzo Vittorini, who lost his wife
and daughter in the quake: ‘Nobody
here wants to put science in the dock.
We all know that the earthquake could
not have been predicted, and that
evacuation was not an option. All we
wanted was clearer information on
risks in order to make our own
choices.’ He knew that the scientists
couldn’t be certain. He knew that
evacuation was not practical. So what
‘clearer information’ would have
enabled him to make his own choices?
Between the ‘scientific community’
and ‘the general public’ (both loose
terms encompassing quite diverse
sets of skills and needs) lies a range of
complicating stakeholders – media,
governments and special interest
groups. Collectively, these complicate
the challenge of communicating
science effectively to a nearly
insurmountable extreme.
Of these, I want to particularly
address the challenge of the media
itself. Most critically, the media is a
business, first and foremost. It thrives
on circulation and sensationalism, and
its dedication to the truth is peripheral
at best.
Setting aside the ideological biases
to reporting underlying particular
major news networks, the issue of
‘balanced reporting’ itself distorts the
communication of science. Far more
knowledgeable people than me have
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commented on the inherent problem
in the perceived need in the media to
present ‘both sides’ of a debate,
regardless of the scientific merit (or
utter lack thereof) of either claim. Call
it the difference between the median
and the mean. It gives massively
disproportionate voice to the fringe,
and to special interest groups
motivated by anything other than
science.
Consider climate change reporting.
Without taking a position on the
science myself, it would be fair to say
that there is a majority consensus
regarding the hypothesis of
anthropogenic global climate effects.
However, a widely reported paper by
M.T. Boykoff and J.M. Boykoff (‘Balance
as bias: global warming and the US
prestige press’, Global Environmental
Change 2004, vol. 14, pp. 125–36)
found that a majority of 636 randomly
sampled articles from US mainstream
press gave ‘roughly equal attention’ to
the two ‘sides’ of the discussion, while
35% emphasised the consensus view
while still presenting the opposition in
subordinate fashion, and only 6%
focused on the consensus without
bothering with the other ‘side’.
Just as worryingly, there is an
increasing trend in modern media
towards the use of ‘sound bites’. Over
the years, science may have had some
rare flashes of inspiration in this – think
‘Eureka’ (Archimedes), aided for
posterity by a naked street run. But
joking aside, science does not lend
itself well to short summaries. It is very
difficult to present findings in a
measured fashion, with due attention to
uncertainty, in just a few words.

Moreover, our words now have
unprecedented longevity. Hardly a
problem restricted to science alone, it
is increasingly common to hear
reasoning along the lines of ‘but ten
years ago you said this contradictory
statement’, the corollary being either
that the interviewee was or is being
untruthful, or that whether incorrect
then or now, either way the person can
be universally discounted. Obviously,
this directly contradicts the very basis
of good science.
In this context, the initial L’Aquila
conviction is of concern – that the legal
system is increasingly backing a
public perception requiring scientists
to not only do their jobs, but also take
liability for the understanding of
audiences outside the profession. This
has the potential to gag scientists from
the proper participation in public
discussion of scientific issues.
As Stuart Clark noted in The
Guardian after the 2012 conviction
(bit.ly/17Tf2j9):
In 1633, the punitive treatment of Galileo
eviscerated the practice of astronomy in
Italy for centuries … although the
conviction was for miscommunication,
astronomy itself became toxic ...
Today, it is very hard to see how the
conviction of these geologists will do
anything to improve the sciences in Italy.
Certainly, lessons in the communication
of earthquake risk must be learned …
but who will dare to speak up now with
this outcome as precedent?

Ultimately, there is no simple
answer to this problem. However, there
is one emerging solution underway
that I believe should help – the
increasing inclusion of media and
communications training in
undergraduate science degrees,
particularly at institutions in the UK.
The better we understand the needs
and approaches of the audiences with
whom we are communicating, the
better prepared we will be to do so.
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